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Honestly, there are limits to what one can say online or in a public place about what is going on with this.

https://twitter.com/shoe0nhead/status/1594532715126202368?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwtcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwtterm%5E1594532715126202368%7Ctwtgr%5E%7Ctwtcon%5Es1_&ref_url=

For those who want to see the actual story here, click above.
For those who still have "OBJECTIONS" on why we curse them and we Satanists have declared a full on spiritual war on these parasites, I have these words for you:

**WAKE THE FUCK UP, WORTHLESS BITCH.**

Can't wait for that one until Christians once again try to rationalize it, or they try to twist it, like this isn't literally the Catholic Church 2.0.

Imagine, we live in a clown world where Balenciaga and jews are literally bragging in everyone's face they will abduct your kids and do the worst to them, right on their new "Campaign".

Oy vey I am hearing already the voices of the NPC bots repeating ad nauseam every time a kike destroys them again "oy vey shit going on. How dare you talk against the pedos are you an anti-semitic??? It's ok if we kill you loot you and take your kids, wtf? Are you antisemite".

Yes we are anti-semitic and we are waging a holy war in the name of all the Gods against them, because they are corrupted and against all the statuses and laws of the Divine Eternal Gods. Yes, this is what it is.

If you do not join us you are a worthless and evil human being as you allow this to continue without doing anything.

My question to you is this, have you ever seen anything like this from a German company in Hitler's time, or an American one before jews infested all your deciding places? The mafia that runs these things would run for the holes and suicide rather than fall on the hands of these valiant men that ruled back then.

And you ruined this, the stupidity of the Gentiles and their open mindwashing RUINED this, to where society is allowed to go down the sink where even these deplorable messages of pedo are actually being PROMOTED in front of your very eyes!

You will NOT tell us anything about liking them or disliking them, or divine fire will fall and ruin you. Cursed be whoever guards these parasites, and those who have sold their soul for pennies to defend this criminal scum.

Let us also mention that Balenciaga was also one of the companies behind the attack on Kanye West recently, it should really make you think who controls all these networks. Kanye borderline exposed what they are and what they do.

After only one week of one crypto faker kike decimating who knows how many millions financially, now we have another kike in Balenciaga "flexing" on everyone on how they do child molestation in the open.
These are the jews you have chosen to rule you people, they are in the leading places, they made the hoax of Christianity to always get away with anything, and now they are bragging that they will molest and victimize your children:

**ALL IN YOUR FUCKING FACE.**

And you fucking FOOLS still worship the Rabbi from the Levant who tells you to forget their eternal gangrape and murder of your whole existence.

**Congratulations, Fucking RETARDS!**

After Mr. Balenciaga will go to yet another secret Island with other jewish excrement, he will likely also speak in New York with FTX about some shit like "Oy vey, muh entrepreneurship, how I sell the goy 10 dollars worth of shoes for 700$ a hit, then f**k their kids" or something.

Maybe Zelenskyy will also show up to explain how destroying Ukraine over literally nothing and benefiting from billions for it was actually great, then they will all go to some hidden Island, and how the pleasant money FTX passed to him was such great "granny legal oy vey print dat for zelesky protecc ukraine billion billion FTX money printer go BRRR" while they are at it.

People on the internet are wonderful and recently some people discovered that Balenciaga in their latest "Campaign" about kids, literally were using open symbolism for pedophilia.

The one in charge of this is the "Creative Director" of "Balenciaga" who is actually a pedo French Jew. Let me guess is he also a GBLTQAI and NAMBLA donor? Likely yes.
so people know that if they don't buy it now, they could lose the opportunity”.

With Demna, I go back to the Georgian family tree and a childhood in the Soviet Union where "toothpaste wasn't called ‘Colgate’ – there was only one"; and where his half-French Jewish grandmother in her lace maxi skirts and jewellery painted with nail varnish was the lone figure daring to be different.
Here are the pics below in case anyone is still wondering:

What kind of fucking shit "Teddy bear" have they forced this little kid to have? This shit looks like a literal BDSM attire. How long does the rabbit hole go?

WAKE UP IDIOTS!!! THEY ARE AFTER OUR KIDS!!!
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
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OK
BUT NO WAIT GIVING BDSM TEDDY BEARS IS ABSOLUTELY NORMAL DON'T BE AN ANTISEMITE NOW GOY! *goy zooms in*.

OH LOOK A DOCUMENT ABOUT VIRTUAL CHILD PORN IN THE BALENCIAGA SITE, "BUT NOBODY SAY ANYTHING AND DON'T BE AN ANTISEMITE NOW WILL YOU. OY VEYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY ".

Lastly, for those who might wonder, the "Panda" symbolism is actually pedo jewish perversions, and it represents beating up little helpless kids as people on the internet have found out.
Congratulations cuckolds you are creating a wonderful society by allowing the kikes to be its head.

Bend on the knees to worship jew jesus now and call it a day. After all your Gods are all "Satans and Devils" who would likely have executed these fucks. So worship rabbi jeboo instead.
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